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MUSCLED
FASHION

Whether you’re a seasoned

bodybuilding expert or someone new to

the scene, one thing avid gym goers

have in common is an admiration for the

big guys—those who have mastered the

game. 

 

You gaze at their pumped-up veins and

are in awe of the painstakingly crafted

physiques, which have taken years of

utter dedication.

You want to be them. But, until you’ve

pulled-off that feat, the conundrum that

bodybuilders are under when it comes

to their wardrobe may not be so

obvious.

 

Fashion and bodybuilding mix like water

and oil—for the unschooled. We’ll look

at why this is and how you can turn

things around in your favour.

S T Y L E  O F  T H E  B O D Y B U I L D E R
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But, with so many life events and

occasions to plan for, you need to know

the score when dressing for anything.

By reading this, you’ll learn exactly how

to pack your cupboard with must-have

bodybuilding attire that will have you

well-turned-out for a day in the

corporate world—or indeed the after-

work party.

You’ll be able to dress your mountain-

like body perfectly for a workout,

making you look and feel like an IFBB

pro. And, when it comes to looking

polished for a wedding, there will be

supreme confidence knowing your

massive frame has arrived in

flawless apparel.

Let’s poke deeper into the bodybuilding

arena of fashion.

 

- Tailored Titans
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Ali Raza 
IFBB Pro - Men's Physique
Wearing - The Sandow Short Sleeve

 



The Bodybuilding Dilemma
 

Having a colossal physique

ought to fill a man with supreme

confidence day after day, and in many

ways it does. 

 

Others will gaze in awe at how you’ve

sculpted your body into the

chiselled wonder it is. And your frame

will look mighty when curling dumbbells

in a vest top at the gym. 

 

But what happens when you step into

the real world; out in the street,

shopping mall or office—in high-street

clothing designed for Mr Average-

Build? The results are often not pretty,

as your beautifully carved

body is lost in limbo.

The Truth About Muscular Men and
Clothes
 

If you’ve worked extremely

hard on building up muscle and now find

it a struggle to find regular clothes

that fit, well done—it means you’ve

surpassed the normal expectation of

muscle growth. 

 

But this is where things get tricky. How

can you turn up to anywhere without

looking like your shirt buttons are about

to pop, or your gigantic triceps will

shred your sleeves any second? And

when you look down, you notice that

amazingly trim midsection is lost in a

sea of fabric. 

A HARSH
REALITY

S T Y L E  O F  T H E  B O D Y B U I L D E R
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It’s not surprising that

bodybuilders have such conflict with

attire—they were not designed for your

dimensions.

 

Why Bodybuilders Struggle With
Clothes
 

Most off-the-rack clothing is

understandably intended for an average

person. The frame of a normally built

male is straightforward to

accommodate when it comes

to clothes. But this is where most

heavily developed bodybuilders

struggle. 

A typical male will not differ much in

size from their chest down to the waist,

or from the quads down to their calves.

 

Muscular men have a recognisably large

upper body with a narrow midsection.

This makes finding clothes, for any

occasion, tricky at best. 

What you need are some appearance-

saving tips that

will let you walk into any setting

bursting with confidence.
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Kuba Sliwinski
ICN - Men's Physique
Wearing - The Flex Long Sleeve



WORDS OF
ADVICE

When you’re up against it in the

wardrobe department, how can you

turn the tables and make sure your

street cred isn’t taking a battering?

 

Firstly, you’ll need to call upon that

steely resolve used so often when

things get tough at the gym. Also, it pays

to have some top tips on how to cope

when dressing that huge frame.

 

Avoid the Bright and Go Natural 
Your towering build will already have

you standing out from the

crowd; no need to magnify this by

donning intensely dazzling garments,

which practically scream out to

onlookers. Instead, lower the volume

and use plenty of natural, subdued

colours like brown, olive and navy. 

Your physique will not be compromised,

and it’ll be far easier on the eye for

others to digest. You’ll want to appear

strong, attractive and welcoming; not a

threatening, unapproachable menace,

full of bravado.

 

Say No to Thick Layers
As the outside temperature plummets

during the winter months, it’s tempting

to raid the wardrobe and pull out the

large woolly sweaters. Avoid this urge. 

 

While you must guard against the cold,

wearing thick layers will make you look

big, though not in a desirable manner.

Instead, opt for thinner layers such as

long-sleeved tops and shirts, adding a

few tiers if needed. This will display

more detail and muscle definition.

S T Y L E  O F  T H E  B O D Y B U I L D E R
T A I L O R E D T I T A N S . C O M
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Befriend a Tailor
 Be sure to be on a first-name basis with

a good, trustworthy tailor—you’ll be

needing regular visits. Either acquire

fully custom-made outfits or buy off the

shelf clothes that can be altered. 

 

Determine frequent obstacles and your

tailor will assist you in finding a faultless

fit. Common problem areas for

bodybuilders tend to be chest,

shoulders and legs. Having a reliable

needleworker lets you focus on

bodybuilding without worrying about

outgrowing your wardrobe. 

 

Finding a well-fitted shirt

tends to be a huge sticking point for

most big men.

 If this sounds familiar, Tailored Titans’

range of custom-made shirts is an

obvious solution. Answer some simple

questions, choose a style, and a high-

quality, immaculately fitted shirt will be

on its way.

 

Discover Your Brand
While most clothes outlets will not give

any thought to gargantuan

bodybuilders; if you have the patience

and tenacity to look around, you may

find some brands going against the

norm and providing a good fit. If your

luck is in, continue to experiment with

the brand—their sizing could be a match

made in heaven for your physique.
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WORDS OF
ADVICE CONT.

Scale Down on Size
Perhaps a surprising tip, given that

you’re struggling to fit into clothes. But

this works well if you’ve found a

first-rate tailor. 

 

A common pain point for a bodybuilder

is to constantly find clothes that are too

baggy in certain areas, resulting in an

unflattering look for an athletic

physique.

 

By shifting down a size, you’ll get a

snuggly fitted garment, which can be

altered in spots that are too tight. If

done correctly, the result will be a well-

proportioned piece of clothing.

Look Good and Keep Your Muscle
The take from this is that massively

built men can still be fashionable. 

 

Yes, you’ll need slightly more work than

the average guy, but if you’ve made it in

the world of bodybuilding, getting your

fashion on track should be a walk in the

park—if you follow the advice.

S T Y L E  O F  T H E  B O D Y B U I L D E R
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THE IFBB PRO
Learning From the Best
Trying to follow the paths of your

bodybuilding idols is not easy. They’ve

built a career around sculpting

themselves into shapes that are as close

to perfection as possible. 

 

Not only do these weightlifting masters

have the know-how on physique; being

in the public eye, they’ve learnt how to

overcome the struggles of dressing well

when you’re massive. 

 

By the time they’ve had their pre-

workout snacks and tied their laces,

they’re dressed in a way that sparks

confidence, and are set to attack the

weights like only they know how. So,

what gear provides this

polished look during training? And how

do their sessions take them past a

regular bodybuilding workout?

Inside an IFBB Pro’s Wardrobe
 

Though you may not yet have the

muscle or physique of the bodybuilding

greats; by learning what they wear

when they tussle with iron, you can

soon look the part. 

 

There are a few key areas to consider

when buying new workout clothing;

you’ll want to gravitate towards items

that not only look good but are

comfortable and durable for exercise.

 

The Top Half: You have ample choice

when it comes to upper-body garments.

The good-old T-shirt will look fine—if it

fits well.

S T Y L E  O F  T H E  B O D Y B U I L D E R
T A I L O R E D T I T A N S . C O M
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A good balance is to have it

slightly fitted around the shoulders and

chest, but a touch looser below. If

you favour more material, you could opt

for a long-sleeve T-shirt. 

 

They look stylish on a powerful

physique and are hugely versatile; you

can wear them both in and away from

the gym. Perhaps you train outdoors or

in cold conditions; in which case a

hoodie or training jacket is ideal.

 

If all this sounds too restrictive for

lifting weights, you may be the person

who prefers to go sleeveless. You have

some choices here, from tank tops,

ribbed vests and stringer vests.

They all show off your arms nicely,

though the stringer vest reveals more of

your shoulders and pecs.

 

The Bottom Half:

When it comes to dressing those legs,

you have a few options to go with. If you

prefer to cover up, choose track pants

or joggers.

 

There are a variety of looks and comfort

levels. Tighter garments will flaunt your

leg muscles but restrict movement.

Perhaps consider joggers that have a

tapered fit; they give a strong, athletic

appearance and are flexible.
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THE IFBB PRO
CONT.

For those who enjoy fresh air to their

legs—or don’t mind showing muscle—a

pair of shorts is the answer. 

A loose-fitting pair that’s just above

knee height allows complete freedom of

movement, whatever the workout. 

 

You could opt for a fitted pair that are

even shorter and highlight your quads;

or mesh shorts, which are hugely

breathable and designed for punishing

sessions.

 

When selecting footwear, you’ll want to

go with a quality pair of trainers that

offer excellent grip and support when

explosive sets are called for. Something

with a solid heel but flexible sole makes

a super combo.

Outside the Gym
Dressing like a bodybuilder doesn’t stop

when you exit the gym. Putting on

heaps of bulk means you’ll need to know

how to carry it in everyday settings. 

 

Finding the right apparel when you’re a

giant is not always straightforward, and

you’ll need a few handy tips that the

pros use to look on point.

 

Minimise Layers
It may be tempting to pile on thick

jumpers when the biting cold weather

arrives, but this will only add unwanted

size to your body. 

The physique you’ve toiled over will not

show. Instead, try opting for thinner

layers that still display your muscular

figure.

S T Y L E  O F  T H E  B O D Y B U I L D E R
T A I L O R E D T I T A N S . C O M
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Use Neutral Colours
Wearing a selection of dazzling colours

when you’re already huge can be quite

intimidating for others. 

Stay approachable by choosing neutral

colour combinations for your clothing—

there are still plenty to pick from.

 

Use Stylish Tailored Shirts
 

As we’ve already learnt, it helps

to make friends with a tailor. This is

even more critical if you intend to be

the size of an IFBB Pro. One item that

the professionals soon learn to get right

is the shirt. A quality button-down shirt

can be worn for any occasion, formal

or casual.

 Luckily, Tailored Titans make it

remarkably easy to find them in

styles and colours that you’ll fall for;

whether it’s the formal white of ‘The

Dragon’ or suave, statement-making

from ‘The Wolf’. 

 

The wide selection will fit you perfectly

and is the go-to choice of IFBB Pros like

Dennis James, Hide Yamagishi and

Miloš Šarčev.
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Training With an Edge
 

Looking the part is one thing but

working your body like an IFBB master

is a different ball game. 

The pros are aesthetic experts who

build powerful physiques that look spot

on from any viewpoint. Here are a few

ideas to move you forward:

        

Proportion and Symmetry Matter
Ensuring that you’re building muscle

evenly throughout the body is key.

Having massive shoulders and a huge

chest, when your legs look like they’d

blow over in a breeze, is not the guise of

a bodybuilder. 

You also don’t want your left arm to be

of different size to the right. Adding

unilateral exercises to each workout

means you work each side individually,

keeping things balanced.

  

Vary Your Workout
Not only should you change up the

exercises from time to time, but

also adjust the reps and weight. 

Try starting with a heavy first set of low

reps; then as you progress through each

set, reduce the load and increase the

reps. This will shock the body.

THE IFBB PRO
CONT.
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Stay Conditioned
 

Being in top shape is crucial for muscle

definition. Keep the fat levels down,

even while bulking, by including cardio

in your workout. Also,

make training more intense with

shorter rest periods.

     

Diet Will Be Decisive 

 

You can follow all the correct training

tips out there, but they’d get you

nowhere if your diet isn’t up to scratch.

Consume high amounts of quality

protein to repair and build muscles.

Don’t forget the importance of healthy

carbs and fats—they are just as

important.

Live the Bodybuilder Life
 

Becoming just like your heavyweight

role model doesn’t happen overnight.

Thankfully, it’s not too difficult to dress

like them—if you choose your kit

carefully. 

 

Looking and feeling the part is the first

step in developing the mindset of a

winner. Make sure you’re on that stage

when the hard work begins.
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PARTY
Be the Champ, Not a Chump
 

As another gruelling week nears its end,

you look forward to escapism.

The hard grind from work and the crazy

gym sessions have left your battery

down and in need of a fix. 

That party, which has been long in the

coming, is finally here and you intend to

enjoy it to the max.

 

But, before you turn up with a drink in

hand, you’ll need to look the part. Your

mighty frame may give you a

standout look—make sure it’s for the

right reason. The sad fact is many

bodybuilders get fashion wrong, and it’s

often due to a badly fitted shirt.

Why You Must Get the Shirt Right
 

A quality shirt is often the

centrepiece of a stylish party guise. It

goes well with most trousers, blazers

and suits and will fit right into any

occasion. 

Which means it doesn’t matter if the

party is for significant clientele, a

Christmas gathering or a friend’s 40th

bash; get the shirt right and your look is

halfway there.

 

Correct fitting of a shirt is massive for a

final, polished result; and if you’ve got

an awesome bodybuilding physique to

go with it, heads will turn. But achieving

a perfect fit requires skill—thankfully

you can leave it to the experts.

S T Y L E  O F  T H E  B O D Y B U I L D E R
T A I L O R E D T I T A N S . C O M
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The Simple Way to a Flawless Fit
 

Tailored Titans take all the

stress out of finding shirts for

bodybuilders. No matter how big you

are, you’ll be heading to that party with

a picture-perfect appearance that will

do your physique justice. 

 

All you need to do is choose your shirt

and answer some simple size related

questions. Leave the rest to the team,

and you’ll soon have a custom-made

shirt that not only fits perfectly but will

be comfortable to wear throughout the

night.

A Selection for Anyone
 

The range of shirts available

has been meticulously thought-out with

all occasions in mind, meaning this is

your one-stop-shop for shirts—a

bodybuilder’s wardrobe-filler for life. 

 

The assortment you’ll find will have you

covered for work, business meetings,

weddings and, of course, parties. Here

are just a few of the shirts to discover

from Tailored Titans:
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The Menace will be at home in any
wardrobe. The pale blue makes it one
of the most versatile shirts around, so
you can wear it with a suit at work or
on the weekend to all kinds of parties.



The Sandow gets its name from the ultimate
trophy in bodybuilding. The reality
is that you’ll feel victorious once you’ve
tried it. It’s our best selling shirt for a reason,
and it's easy to see why with its versatility.



PARTY CONT.
The navy and white combination of The

Titanic is a true party shirt. The

thorough, in-depth design will put you

in the spotlight when the music starts

and the drinks are flowing. And, as with

all the shirts, a terrific stretch means

you’ll feel good all night.

 

Acquiring your shirts from

Tailored Titans gives you complete

peace-of-mind and will have you

heading towards any party with

absolute confidence. You’ll look stylish

and well proportioned—the only

dilemma will be deciding which shirts to

pick.

S T Y L E  O F  T H E  B O D Y B U I L D E R
T A I L O R E D T I T A N S . C O M
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CORPORATE
The Alternate Life of an Athlete
 

As a bodybuilder, you’ll likely spend a

serious amount of time lifting weights

and working on, what is, a genuine

passion for perfecting your physique. 

If you’re a professional, you may already

make a living out of this ongoing tough

grind. 

However, most bodybuilders have

other aspirations and dreams they’d like

to complete during their lifetime. Many

will have the talent and know-how to

shine in the corporate world. But how

can you truly fit in and look the part

when your arms are like tree trunks?

 

Corporate Dressing—A Balancing Act
 

Today’s corporate world has seen a shift

in dress code. Gone is the ultra-formal

suit-and-tie look which characterised

many big companies of the past.

Workplaces are, instead, lessening the

hold they have on employees’ attire,

giving more freedom for personality. 

 

However, this does not mean turning up

in your Sunday afternoon lounging

clothes. You still need to make the right  

impression; just do it in a way that

brings out the best you. 

This is excellent news for bodybuilders

who may struggle to find well-fitted

formal wear. Let’s have a look at the

must-have corporate clothing for men

with muscle.

 

The Power of a Well-Fitted Shirt

If there’s one part of corporate dressing

that remains as significant as ever, it’s a

classy shirt.

S T Y L E  O F  T H E  B O D Y B U I L D E R
T A I L O R E D T I T A N S . C O M
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Whether your office is fairly laid back

and casual or takes a more

formal approach to dress code; a smart,

nicely sized shirt works wonders in all

settings. 

 

Every corporate worker’s wardrobe

should contain at least a few to go with

their jackets, blazers, chinos or formal

pants. As a bodybuilder, a shirt is a true

attention-grabber and shows off a

muscular physique perfectly—but only

if it fits. 

 

The price that most bodybuilders pay

for being so big is the inability to find

clothes that fit well. So, how do we

overcome this?

 

Become a Titan
 

Tailored Titans is a bodybuilder’s

dream. Every shirt is individually made

to fit perfectly.

Answer a handful of simple questions

about your size, and the highly

experienced team will custom-make a

shirt that fits flawlessly. Your chest and

arms will no longer be having the life

squeezed out of them and you’ll be able

to move freely instead of being held

captive by the fabric. 

 

The superb choice of styles and colours

means there’s something for everyone;

from the traditionally formal-looking

style of ‘The Blade’ to the utterly trendy

design of ‘The Titanic’. Tailored Titans is

the place where big guys find shirts.

 

Completing the Look
 

Once you’ve chosen your tailor-made

shirts, it’s time to ensure the overall

look is corporate-world worthy. You

should have an individuality about the

way you look at work and not just turn

up as Mr Average.
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The next item on the list is a well-fitted

jacket. You’ll need something to put

over these wonderful shirts, with the

exact style dependent on your place of

work. Go for something unique yet not

over-the-top flashy.

 

The fit of your trouser is every bit as

important as your top half. If you have

super-sized legs, you may again struggle

to find a good fit from a normal store.

Opting for a tailor-made selection will

safeguard against overly tight pants and

make moving around far more

comfortable.

 

Shoes get more attention than you may

think, and should, therefore, be

maintained by regular cleaning and

polishing.

A good rule of thumb for a coordinated

look is making sure the colour of your

shoes matches your belt. Likewise,

having the same sock and trouser

colour is also a winner.

 

Dress for Success
Dressing for the workplace is not

always straightforward for a

bodybuilder, and it might take some

time to perfect your image. 

 

Maybe it seems like you’re at a

disadvantage having to buy custom-

fitted clothes, but once you get it right,

all the hard work at the gym will show

through  convincingly.

 You can continue to bulk all you want if

teams like Tailored Titans are around

pushing you onward.

CORPORATE
CONT.

S T Y L E  O F  T H E  B O D Y B U I L D E R
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WEDDING
Dressing for the Big Occasion
 

Perhaps you’ve just received an invite

through the post; clutching it with eager

hands you picture champagne glasses,

stylish décor and joyful chatter. You

can’t wait to greet the loving couple on

their momentous day. 

 

Then you look down at the hulking

chest, arms and legs in front of you and

a wave of panic sets in. Same problem,

different event. How on earth will you

find wedding clothes that fit?

 

Determine the Type of Wedding
Before we focus on what to wear, it’ll

help if you have an idea of the dress

code required for the wedding.

They range from the super-formal white

tie events, right down to beach

weddings or more casual occasions.

White and black tie weddings will

require full tailcoats or tuxedoes,

whereas a formal beach or cocktail

wedding will need a suit. 

 

Dressy casual or casual affairs may not

require a suit, but instead, you can go

with a nice shirt and blazer, trousers

or chinos. Be sure to check out the dress

code before hitting the shops.

 

The Clothes
For the sake ofthis discussion, we’ll

assume you're attending a fairly smart

event, like a cocktail or formal beach

wedding.

S T Y L E  O F  T H E  B O D Y B U I L D E R
T A I L O R E D T I T A N S . C O M
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You’ll need a well-fitted suit—this is

where things get a bit complicated for a

bodybuilder. It’s highly likely that you’ll

need an adjustment to your jacket. 

 

If you’re going for an off-the-rack suit,

make sure it at least fits the shoulders—

a later adjustment may prove tricky.

Tailored suits may be the best option,

especially if you’re colossal.

 

You’ll likely face similar issues with the

suit trouser. Due to having massive

thighs, your lower legs will look lost in

the material. 

 

Again, a custom fit may be the way to go

if you want to show off the full range of

your powerful legs without your quads

looking like they’ll split the trousers.

Complete the Look With a Tailored
Titans Shirt
One key area you mustn’t neglect is

having a perfectly fitted and nicely

designed shirt to finish the look. This is

another area that fills many

bodybuilders with dread. Most trips to a

local store fail as they try to squeeze

their giant frame into the small confines

of a regular shirt.

 

Luckily, the stress of finding the perfect

shirt can be taken away completely

by leaving the task to Tailored Titans.

The range of designs available will

leave you oozing with confidence on the

big day.
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For an ideal wedding appearance, the
ultra-premium look and feel of “The
Sandow” will work wonders. This white
shirt will accompany your suit superbly.



Or, if the wedding theme requires an
alternative colour, why not try “The
Menace” or “The Wolf”, which give the
familiar, comfortable stretch of a
Tailored Titans shirt, but also bring a
standout, unique quality.



WEDDING
CONT.

After passing on a few simple details

about your size you’ll receive a perfect

custom-made shirt to complement any

suit. You can then truly look forward to

enjoying the memorable day.

 

Prepare Early
 

It may seem like a mountain of work to

get you wedding-ready, and in many

ways, you’ll have more of a job than the

average man; but as long as you know

and take action in good time, you’ll be

more than prepared.

Finding the right people to

help, like Tailored Titans, will take away

any difficulty of unearthing that

picture-perfect wedding appearance.

And with an impeccably fitted suit and

shirt, you’ll have the ideal platform to

showcase your striking physique. Just

be sure not to outshine the groom.

S T Y L E  O F  T H E  B O D Y B U I L D E R
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